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What are your concerns 

(big or small!) about 

expanding and 

sustaining this work 

over the next few 

years? 



How are colleges 
funding guided 
pathways reforms?



● GP colleges use grant funding for start-up engagement, 

planning, and capacity building

● GP colleges rely as much or more on reorganization, 

reassignment, and reallocation of roles and using 

technology to improve communication and productivity 

as on raising new income to fund ongoing costs

● GP colleges redirect resources from numerous small, 

often disconnected interventions to large-scale 

changes in roles, practices, and systems focused on 

helping all students enter and complete high-value 

programs

Most “funding” comes from reorganizing and reassigning roles and 
using technology to facilitate collaboration and improve 
productivity



● GP represents a new community college business model 

focused on attracting and retaining students with 

affordable, high-value programs and strong student 

supports

● GP requires moving to cooperative budgeting that supports 

cross-department collaboration in recruiting and supporting 

students into and through high-value programs

● By shifting resources from disconnected interventions and 

reinvesting gains from efficiency and improved 

performance, even small colleges can free up considerable 

resources.

Scaled reform requires new cc business model and 
approach to college finance



Three Small Ohio CCs: GP Innovations

√ Improved program mapping to jobs and transfer

√ Strengthened program onboarding

√ Eliminated prerequisite remediation

√ Moved from generalist advising to case-

managed advising by field

√ Built onramps to college programs for high 

school students

√ Launched new programs in high-demand fields 

delivered for busy working students



Three Small Ohio CCs: GP Funding Strategies

1) Redefine roles, cross-train staff to work as teams 

focused on helping students explore, plan, and 

complete programs

2) Increase instructional productivity

3) Use technology to facilitate monitoring of student 

progress and information sharing

4) Invest in strategic training and professional 

development

6) Use grant funding strategically to build capacity, 

not cover expenses

7) Use ROI assessment and institutional and 

individual metrics to prioritize investments



The Runaround



The Redesign



What are some ways that 
you’ve better reorganized and 
aligned your human and 
technology resources to 
strengthen your pathways 
reforms?



How can colleges 
effectively lead, 
manage and 
sustain guided 
pathways reforms?





How can 
colleges 
effectively lead, 
manage and 
sustain guided 
pathways 
reforms?

❑ Keep the focus on students and get their input on 
proposed reforms

❑ Give faculty an integral role in planning and 
implementing reforms

❑ Share out often about reform plans and progress

❑ Be ready for difficult conversations with faculty 
and staff

❑ Develop and support pathways leaders 
throughout the institution

❑ Establish cross-functional teams that include 
academic and student affairs

❑ Be patient and accept that progress may be slow 
and non-linear



Davis Jenkins, pdj2102@tc.columbia.edu

Hana Lahr, lahr@tc.columbia.edu

Thanks!
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